We hope you will visit the Park Heritage Center to experience the permanent collection of tools and artifacts. Explore the tools used in the past and gain insight into the lives of those who created and used them. The collection includes hundreds of tools and artifacts, providing a glimpse into the past and the skills and techniques of the past.

Why Collect and Study Tools?

Tools are not just functional objects; they are also a reflection of the culture and history of the people who used them. By studying tools, we can learn about the technology and craftsmanship of the past.

A Passion for Tools

The Sellers Collection of "Tools of the Trades" honors Marella's passion for collecting tools. The collection includes a wide variety of tools, from early agricultural implements to modern power tools.

A Permanent Collection of Tools

The Sellers Collection of "Tools of the Trades" honors Marella's passion for collecting tools. The collection includes a wide variety of tools, from early agricultural implements to modern power tools.

Reinhardt College
7300 Reinhardt College Circle
Waleska, Georgia 30183
770.790.5970
www.reinhardt.edu/funkheritage
Email: heritagecenter@reinhardt.edu

FUNK HERITAGE CENTER
Closed major holidays + Picnic area on grounds
Call for information and group scheduling

Discover the Southeastern Indians and Early European Settlers of the Appalachian Foothills

- HDTV Theater
- Hall of the Ancients
- Childre Family Grand Lobby
- Rogers Contemporary Native American Art Gallery
- Appalachian Settlers Village
- South Atlantic Trail

FUNK HERITAGE CENTER
Auckle Mountain Region, Georgia

770.790.5970
www.reinhardt.edu/funkheritage/interpretive-center